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1. Summary  
 

 

1.1 Introduction  

 

TripCoin is a decentralized trip planning platform application based on Bl

ock-Chain. Our goal is to apply the block chain technology and sharing econo

my business mode to all the chains of traveling (such as flight tickets and accom

modation booking, car renting, currency exchange, shopping etc.) , to facilitate t

he use of customers anytime, anywhere, save travel costs, improve the planning

 efficiency of trips and make profit from sharing economy. 

 

1.2 Background  

 

Travel & Tourism is a key sector for economic development. It impact incl

udes people travelling for both leisure and business, domestically and internatio

nally. In 2016, 76.8% of all travel spend was as a result of leisure travel, compare

d to 23.2% from business travel. Domestic travel generated 72% of the sector’s c

ontribution to GDP, thus making a significantly larger contribution than internati

onal travel, with foreign visitor spending at 28%。Travel is more than an industr

y; it is the physical mechanism through which citizens of the world come to und

erstand and appreciate other places and people on the Earth we share. Those w

ho believe, as we do, that an improved understanding of others leads to deeper

 appreciation of their cultures and views they hold will agree that finding ways t

o help people travel more has the potential to make the world, or at least those

 who are able to travel, a bit more peaceful. TripCoin is a noble ambition for the

 industry, and should serve as a motivation for all to continue to make travel eas

ier, cheaper, and more enjoyable. TripCoin, has the potential to improve travel i

n exactly these ways. 
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1.3 Challenge 

 

Most services is traded via third parties such as agents and other interme

diaries. This adds costs, time and complexity to the process. The recent Europea

n online distribution study completed by HOTREC mid of 2016 well demonstrat

es the increasing dependency of hoteliers on online platforms. The share of boo

king via OTAs was gaining 3% to nearly 23%, the decrease of direct booking by 

4% and the nearly zero competitive effect between platforms of the narrow parit

y clauses show to the wrong direction. 

The tourism industry as whole has not yet adopted and embraced new te

chnology to meet the demand of new products and the increasing tourists. Incr

eased competition and changes in consumer behavior are moving them in thi

s direction.   

 

1.4 Opportunity 

 

TripCoin offers a decentralized block-chain eco-system which will be ben

eficial to the currently outdated tourism industry.  Participants in this marketplac

e are able to transact business in a highly efficient, secure and consistent manne

r with easy access to enomours data and valuable market insight. Tripcoin platfo

rm uses blockchain technology and sharing economy business mode to streamli

ne the process between travelers and sharers of travelling products. Not only d

oes it provide a place to find and book flight tickets or accommodation, but a pl

atform for sorting out local currency, transportation, guide and shopping etc. 

 

 

1.5 Business Model   
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The sharing economy is actually TripCoin’s business model. The sharing e

conomy is a little like online shopping, which started 15 years ago. At first, peopl

e were worried about security and credibility. But having made a successful purc

hase from, such as Amazon, they felt safe buying elsewhere. Similarly, using Air

bnb or a car-hire service for the first time encourages people to try other offeri

ngs. Sharing economy business model is hosted through digital platforms that e

nable a more precise, real-time measurement of spare capacity and the ability t

o dynamically connect that capacity with those who need it. Airbnb matches spa

re rooms and apartments with tourists in need of lodging, Zipcar matches spare

 cars with local demand, TripCoin matches spare travelling related resources wit

h travelers. People have always bartered and traded services, but the usability of

 this process is unprecedented thanks to the growing number of block-chain te

chnology and cryptocurrency that make matching demand and supply easier th

an ever. This peer to peer business mode is a perfect design for travelling & tou

rism, TripCoin will build up a block-chain platform for people or companies wh

o are willing to share their spare travelling related resources on one hand, but al
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so for travelers. TripCoin team will create a ERC20 token on the Ethereum, symb

ol name is ‘Trip’, use it through all the processes of travelling, and charge a com

mission on transactions being executed on the marketplace and an annual subs

cription for memberships. As the TripCoin community grows the transaction vol

umes will increase and new products and services will be available.   

 

 

2. TripCoin Platform   

 

 

 

The TripCoin platform is primarily for travelers and resource sharers. Bring

ing these participants together directly results in an efficient, cost-effective and t

ransparent marketplace with TripCoin mobile Dapp.  
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2.1  Key Features  

 

2.1.1  List and match travelling resources   

 

Resources can be listed to a public audience or limited to a selected grou

p of users only by sharers. Every rescoure listing includes the key characteristic

s and potentially targets specific regions and markets. The flexibility we offer allo

ws the maximum chance for successful matching. Marketplace view displayin

g a search result of several travelling resources and their specific information. Di

rect communication between traveler and sharer with TripCoin Dapp makes th

e process simple and transparent.  

 

2.1.2  Smart Contract   

 

When the traveler and sharer have agreed on the terms of the resource

s, a transaction is added to the distributed ledger. Our blockchain solution ensur

es that the same transaction details can be checked on the block-chain.  Becaus

e of the shared nature of blockchain, there is no need for a third party to verif

y and confirm the transaction. Participants in the transaction who have the righ

t permissions will be able to see the same information in real-time, as a detaile

d view of a smart contract. The record of the contract is saved on the block-cha

in with the associated address hash.  

 

2.1.3  Portfolio Dashboard   
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Portfolio functionality allows users to get an overview of the transactions t

hey have executed and a summary view of key metrics. The portfolios are hierar

chical data which can be used to analysis for planning further trips.     

 

2.1.4  Market Overview   

TripCoin is able to provide a detailed overview of market activity across re

gions, market sectors, exposures for sharers.  The ability to aggregate statistic

s gives an unparallelled view of the travelling&tourism market. An overview of t

he TripCoin dashboard displaying various market data analysis and user notifica

tions. This dashboard allows each sharer to customize and monitor data based  

on their requirements.  

TripCoin will also provide one of the best travel plan through the whole c

ourse of the trip, including transportations, currency, shopping, accommodation

 and other resources, to reach travelers requirements.  

 

 

 

2.2  Technology  

 

TripCoin’s technology is a highly scalable and robust combination of the l

atest technology advances in block-chain and cryptocurrency. A Dapp and ERC

20 token will be created for TripCoin users.     

  

2.2.1  Block-Chain   

 

TripCoin’s marketplace leverages blockchain technology which offers all p

articipants consistent, shared and secure processes. Block-chain is an incorrupti

ble digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record 

not just financial transactions but virtually everything of value. The nature of th
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e decentralized blockchain allows a completely trustless interaction between par

ties which removes third party costs and commissions. TripCoin platform levera

ges the Ethereum blockchain and its smart contracts which provide a comprehe

nsive development environment and a large community.  

 

  

 

 

2.2.2  ERC-20 Token   

ERC-20 Token is used for Ethereum smart contracts. Developed in 2015, 

ERC-20 defines a common list of rules that an Ethereum token has to implemen

t. Giving developers the ability to program how new tokens will function within t

he Ethereum ecosystem. This token protocol became popular with crowdfundin

g companies via Initial Coin Offering (ICO). TripCoin will launch its own ERC-20 

Token, named as ‘TRIP’, which is one of the key feature during the whole proces

s of trip payments. 
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2.2.3  Multi-Operating System Support    

 

The TripCoin Dapp supports both OS X and Android systems, is impleme

nted using React which is fast and responsive. We use a Node.js backend whic

h handles most of the business logic. The React and Node.js combination has pr

oven to be a very fast, lightweight and robust approach. It renders on tablets an

d phones in order to take advantage of the native capabilities.  
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2.2.4 TripCoin Wallet and QR Code payment 

 

Every TripCoin Dapp user will create a TripCoin wallet which contains a TR

IP token sending & receiving address on Ethereum blockchain. With the wallet U

sers are able to pay, receive, top up and cash out TRIP token.  TRIP tokens will b

e applied to pay or receive through the transactions, also can be topped up or 

cashed out in all of the major fait currencies. QR code scanner and generator wi

ll be built into the wallet, which make payment fast and easy.  

 

2.3  Cloud Data Analysis and Sharing Services   

 

TripCoin will generate large amounts of data which will be of huge value t

o our customers and customers. The data will provide a market insight for futur

e booking or sharing, giving our users a bird eye of the market, and KPI analysis

 to improve their travelling experience and sharing resource business. TripCoin’s

 partner companies are also able to utilize this data as part of their solutions, ev

en if they are not directly using the TripCoin marketplace. Parts of our Dapp wil

l be open source, available to our strategic business partners to use. By doing th

is we aim to create a strong ecosystem and with an active community of partner

s.  

 

 

 

 

 

2.4  Target Market  
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TripCoin marketplace is for participants of the Travelling & Tourism indust

ry and the core benefit to our users will be the ability to search and match the v

arious needs as a traveler or resource sharer.  

 

2.4.1  Resource Sharer 

Resource sharer will be able to list their items or services such as flight tick

ets,  cars, rooms, currencies, yachts, restaurants , surfing boards, etc. all the trav

elling needs, make profits from what they share. 

 

2.4.2  Traveler     

Traveler will be access to TripCoin platform with their demands, book flig

hts, accommodations, restaurants, rent cars, shopping with the token ‘TRIP’.   
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3. TRIP - The Tripcoin Token   

 

The TripCoin Token is used through platform processes and works as a m

ean of cryptocurrency for participation in the marketplace. Each process on th

e platform has an associated cost specified in the Dapp. As processes are carrie

d out on the platform, TRIP is transferred from one participant to another. A

s a result of executing these processes, the platform will take a small charge.      

 

The tokens serve several functions in our Dapp:     

● Sharer’s execution fee (Listing, Promoting, Membership, etc.) 

● Traveler’s payment   

● Partner’s data access   

● Currency Exchange 

 

 

 

3.1  Crowd Sale   

 

TRIP will be issued during our crowdsale. Once completed, no further tok

ens will be generated. 

 

● Crowd Sale Date 

 

The Crowd sale will last three weeks from the 5th November to the 28th No

vember 2017.     
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● Max investment goal  

 

Hard Cap:100,0000 ETH  

Total TRIP Token Supply: 200,000,000 TRIPs 

        

Ownership of TRIP carries no rights other than the right to exchange and 

pay for the fees over the platform. TRIP token does not represent or confer an

y ownership right or stake, share or security or equivalent rights, intellectual pro

perty rights or any other form of participation relating to TripCoin Platform.  

 

3.2  Pre-Sale 

 

A Pre-Sale will happen from 29th October 2017 to 4th November 2017 bef

ore the Crowd Sale starts, TripCoin will Reward 50% bonus TRIP token for those i

nvestors and institutes who invest over 50ETH. 

 

 

3.3 Token Pricing and Bonus  

 

Crowd Sale Price: 

1 ETH=1000 TRIPs 

 

Pre-Sale with 50% bonus over 50 ETH contribution. 

1 ETH=1500 TRIP 
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          TripCoin reserves the right to change the number of bonus tokens in bef

ore the crowd sale begins.  

 

3.4  TRIP Distribution   

TripCoin Team Supply :20,000,000 TRIPs;              10% 

ReserveSupply : 60,000,000 TRIPs;                          30%  

Incentivising Efforts Supply : 20,000,000 TRIPs;        10%  

Presale Supply : 60,000,000 TRIPs;                           30% 

ICO Supply : 40,000,000 TRIPs;                                20% 

 

 

 

Reserve will be held by the team and are intended to be slowly offered to

 future contributors and stakeholders in the network periodically at a later date t

o foster growth. The Reserve will not be accessed for a minimum of 6 months, a

50%

10%

10%

30%

TOKEN SALE

Crowd Sale（PreSale+ICO) TripCoin Team Incentivising Effort TripCoin Reserve
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nd will be re-locked or burned if deemed unnecessary for the growth of the Tri

pCoin platform.  

 

3.5  Token Trading  

 

TRIP can be traded from TripCoin ICO or from most token exchanges, init

ially on EtherDelta in December 2017, possibly on Hitbtc and Bittrex in February 

2018. 

 

  

 

 

 

4. Roadmap   
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5. The Team
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Co. Founder-CEO 

Benjamin Lee 

Block-Chain Expert 

Benjamin has plenty experience on project management, and with a particular interest in the 

block chain technology. Since 2016, He has been working on a project of block-chain technol

ogy feasibility in travelling business. Before becoming the CEO of TripCoin , Benjamin was th

e Senior project manager at Cat's eyes E-Commerce Ltd. His experience ranges from managi

ng large projects & software development. He has spent over 5 years building an eco-system

s in travelling and Tourism business.  

 

         

Co. Founder CTO  

Robert Manley 

Block-Chain Technology Expert 

Software Engineer at Google 

Robert is a block-chain and Internet pioneer with over 10 years of experience building softwa

re, content, and Internet based products and businesses. His google software engineer experi

ence gives him a huge stage of knowing advanced technologies which helps him master bloc

k-chain technology and crypto-currencies. And working at Huawei shows him the internation

al vision. 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-lee-631092107
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-lee-631092107
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-manley-a88429109
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-manley-a88429109
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Co. Founder-COO  

Johnathan Eglanis 

Brand Specialist and Open Source Contributor 

Johnathan has over 10 years experience in software development, cloud technology, social pr

oducts and services. He worked at google as Youtube and Display Brand Specialist, Specializi

ng in video players, p2p, block chains and web services. He is also a strong believer and contr

ibutor to open source communities. 

 

       

PR & Social Manager  

Justine Suarez 

Marketing Expert 

Jasmine has 5 year experience on planning for the portfolio, brand imaging management, ide

ntifying the key commercial opportunities and development of bespoke strategies, superb m

anagement of brand development and execution of brand plan, public relationship and socia

l network. 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnathan-eglanis-1566004b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnathan-eglanis-1566004b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasmine-suarez-9b141910b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasmine-suarez-9b141910b
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Marketing Manager  

Ciara Quinlan 

Travelling & Tourism 

Marketing Solution Expert 

Ciara has more than 8 years of experience in advertising, and online marketing, as well as in 

digital social media. She used to run and manage digital marketing projects in a travel agent 

company, and has been a part of the team of a major business strategy provider. 

 

       

Dapp UI Designer  

Justin Curtin  

User Interface designing Expert 

Justin comes from a background in UX and UI design, and front-end development. Together 

with Johnathan Eglanis, he runs the AVC entertainment hub Studio. Justin is experienced in us

er Interface design, application design, and brand strategy. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ciara-quinlan-b08854148
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ciara-quinlan-b08854148
http://www.linkedin.com/in/justincurtin1902
http://www.linkedin.com/in/justincurtin1902

